First-Year Sample Plan: Spanish

Fall Sample Schedule (12-13 units)
- Beginning/Intermediate students:
  - Spanish language (SP 001, 002, 003), depending upon prior studies; take the Foreign Language Placement exam online to determine appropriate placement level. All fulfill Common Skills: Modern Foreign Language.
- Advanced students: (e.g. those with AP or IB credits):
  - SP 100 Advanced Spanish. Fulfills Writing Intensive.
- Common Contexts, Common Inquiries, or Common Skills; course(s) of your choosing to round out your schedule to your desired unit load
- PEA course; if you desire to take a PEA course this term

Spring Sample Schedule (12-17 units)
- Beginning/Intermediate students:
  - Spanish language (SP 002, 003), depending upon prior studies; continue the sequence from the fall. All fulfill Common Skills: Modern Foreign Language.
- Advanced students: (those that took SP 100):
  - Any Spanish course numbered 106-160, e.g. SP 111 Hispanic Cultures: Latin America;
- Common Contexts, Common Inquiries, or Common Skills; course(s) of your choosing to round out your schedule to your desired unit load
- PEA course; if you desire to take a PEA course this term